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About this report

Accelerating progress: bridging the gap 
between investment and technological 
advancement is a report sponsored by Franklin 
Templeton and written by Economist Impact. 
This report explores the potential of four key 
technologies—Synthetic Biology, Satellite 
Internet, 3D Printing and Blockchain—looking at 
tangible futures in each technology. The findings 
are based on an in-depth literature review, a set 
of advisory board workshops, expert interviews 
and foresight analysis conducted by Economist 
Impact between January and April 2022. 

The report was produced by a team of 
researchers, writers, editors and graphic 
designers, including: 

Syedah Ailia Haider – Project manager
Jeremy Kingsley – Project director 
Luke Whitehead – Senior strategist 
Megha De – Researcher 
Juliana Callia-Long – Contributing strategist
Zina Akrout – Contributing researcher
Susana Ferraz – Graphic designer 
Jan Copeman – Copy editor 

Advisory workshop participants

Economist Impact held four internal advisory 
workshop sessions with experts and futurists in 
February 2022, with the aim of exploring potential 
futures of each technology. We are grateful for the 
participation of the following experts:

Arndt Husar – Senior Public Management 
Specialist (Digital Transformation), Asian 
Development Bank (ADB)

Cara Haynes – Managing editor, Clearlink & 
Managing editor, SatelliteInternet.com 
Christina Agapakis – Creative Director, Ginkgo 
Bioworks & Editor, GROW Magazine 
Christopher Tuck – Professor of Materials 
Engineering, University of Nottingham
Cindy Frewen – Urban futurist and architect, 
Design Futures Workshop and Social Change, 
University of Houston
Clarisse Awamengwi – Formerly Project 
Specialist, Future of Blockchain and Digital 
Assets Platform, World Economic Forum
Erica Orange – Executive Vice President & Chief 
Operating Officer, The Future Hunters
John Garrity – Chief of Party, USAID/
Philippines Better Access and Connectivity 
(BEACON) Activity
Nir Kshetri – Professor of Management, 
University of North Carolina-Greensboro
Shara Ticku – Co-founder & CEO, C16 Biosciences

Expert interviews 

Economist Impact conducted an interview 
programme with experts across the four focus 
technologies in March 2022, with the aim of 
validating and guiding our research. Our thanks 
are due to the following experts for their time 
and valuable insights:

Anjan Contractor – CEO and Co-Founder, 
BeeHex, Inc.
Carlo Maria Rossotto – Principal Investment 
Officer, Global Head of Telecom Media and 
Technology (TMT) at International Finance 
Corporation
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James J. Collins – Professor of Medical 
Engineering & Science, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology
Jenny Molloy – Senior Research Associate, 
Department of Chemical Engineering and 
Biotechnology, University of Cambridge
Marta Belcher – General Counsel and Head of 
Policy, Protocol Labs
Matthew Pilling – Research Associate, 
Lancaster University
Michael Jewett – Director of the Centre for 
Synthetic Biology & Professor of Chemical and 
Biological Engineering, Northwestern University

Neel V. Patel – Senior editor, The Daily Beast
Payal Arora – Professor of Technology, Values, 
and Global Media Cultures
Raul Zambrano – Independent international 
development expert in technology 
and governance
Sandra DeVincent Wolf – Executive Director, 
Next Manufacturing Centre, Carnegie Mellon 
University
Theo Salet – Dean of the Department of 
the Built Environment and Full Professor of 
Structural Design and Concrete Structures, 
Eindhoven University of Technology
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Introduction

The disruptive impacts of technological advances continue to reframe what is possible 
for individuals, communities and society. Technology is transforming communications, 
revolutionising the way we make food and manufacture products, and helping billions of 
people around the world access finance, healthcare and education. With the right investment 
and responsible application, technological advancement can accelerate progress toward 
achieving sustainable development goals (SDGs).

Economist Impact’s ‘Promise of Progress’ programme explores the promise of such disruption 
in four technologies—Synthetic Biology, Satellite Internet, 3D Printing and Blockchain—moving 
beyond their hype and looking at tangible futures in each technology. These technologies were 
selected because they are either facing considerable public attention, raising questions about 
how meaningful their impact will be—as in the case of Satellite Internet and Blockchain–or 
are undergoing a resurgence of interest as a result of changing consumer preferences and the 
covid-19 pandemic—as with Synthetic Biology and 3D Printing.

This report builds on four future visions that Economist Impact has crafted to explore the 
potential futures of each technology through 2040. It looks at what factors have enabled 
progress so far and what is required for further progress towards these future visions, 
building on insights from an extensive interview programme and a robust literature review, 
including the role of finance and investment. The report also assesses what these technologies 
and visions mean for socioeconomic progress, mapping each technology against the SDG 
framework and identifying potential threats and opportunities.

The challenge of evaluating technologies such as these is that hype often obscures progress. 
Judging the long-term impacts is hard among frenzied expectations and promissory 
rhetoric that accompanies exciting new applications. To effectively capture the benefits of 
technological disruption and direct investment toward what really matters there is a need to 
cut through the hype and explore the practical promise of progress.

https://impact.economist.com/projects/promise-of-progress/what-if/
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Pathways to progress

The potential of these technologies to do  
good has already been illustrated in Economist 
Impact’s “What if?” future visions, which  
home in on disruption in one sector for each 

technology. Building on these visions, this  
chapter explores the key drivers that could  
facilitate future progress in each technology, 
with a particular focus on investment.

Technology Definition

Synthetic Biology A gene-editing process that involves stitching together long stretches of 
existing or novel DNA and inserting them into an organism's genome, 
ultimately redesigning organisms, pathways and devices for useful purposes 
by engineering them to have new abilities.1

Satellite Internet A form of internet connectivity that relies on signals routed through a 
satellite, or constellation of satellites, in low- or high-Earth orbit and a 
receiver dish that receives that signal, overcoming the dependence on cable 
wires, fibre or phone lines.2

3D Printing A form of additive manufacturing technique that creates three-dimensional 
objects by building successive layers of raw material such as metals, plastics 
or ceramics.3

Blockchain A cryptographically secure database made up of a string of “blocks” of 
information that build on one another in an immutable chain. Blockchains 
are typically public and verified by a decentralised network of individuals 
instead of a centralised entity.4

FIGURE 1. Technologies in focus

https://impact.economist.com/projects/promise-of-progress/what-if/
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Technological advancements that improve the 
way we can write, build, edit and share DNA 
data have since pushed the field of synthetic 
biology beyond the expectations of the early 
2000s to real-world applicability.5 As such, 
market size is expected to grow from US$9.5bn 
in 2021 to US$33.2bn in 2026.6

Advancements in the field have paved the way 
for new applications. In our future vision, we 
explore its potential in the food industry. This 
sector is already undergoing disruption from 
synthetic biology—cellular agriculture enables 
the production of nutrient-rich or allergen-free 
agricultural products directly from cells rather 

than livestock or plants. Other sectors gaining 
attention include healthcare, with promising 
applications in drug discovery and vaccine 
innovation. Synthetic biologists will also play a 
crucial role in the post-oil economy—producing 
synthetic biofuel to replace petroleum, enabling 
the natural decomposition of plastics and 
making biodegradable plastics to replace 
petroleum-based products.7 

Enablers of progress to date

There are several pull factors that could draw 
greater investor attention to synthetic biology. 
Technological leaps have led to a significant 
decline in the costs associated with synthetic 

FIGURE 2. A brief history of gene modification
A timeline of key milestones in the field of synthetic biology and gene modification

Source: Building with Biology, Meng & Ellis (2020) 
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biology—the cost of reading and sequencing 
DNA has fallen from millions of dollars in the 
early 2000s to less than US$1,000 in 2020.8 
Meanwhile, lab-grown hamburgers that sell for 
only a few dollars in mainstream supermarkets 
once cost more than US$300,000 to produce.9

Another is the shift to more sustainable 
consumption practices. For example, the fashion 
industry has been using synthetic biology to 
develop and integrate fabric alternatives that 
are animal-free, less resource-intensive and 
produce less waste.10 

Similarly, changing customer preferences are 
drawing more investors to synthetic biology. 
Until a few years ago, the idea of consuming 
synthetic products used to deter customers, 
primarily because they are grown in a lab 
and are artificial.11 However, the growth in 
sustainable and plant-based diets could play a 
vital role in boosting public acceptance of such 
products. Brands like Beyond Meat, Impossible 
Foods and Upside Foods have gained notable 
commercial popularity showing that initial 
concerns surrounding lab-grown foods are 
changing.12 As larger, global chains offer meat 
and dairy alternatives, these trends are likely 
to accelerate.13 

The covid-19 pandemic has also pushed 
investment in this field.14 Synthetic biology 
was used to develop the Pfizer and Moderna 
vaccines that changed the course of the 
crisis.15 During the pandemic, synthetic biology 
companies experienced an uptick in their 
fundraising efforts, with venture capital (VC) 
round totals leaping from around US$3.5bn in 
2019 to nearly US$18bn in 2021.16

FIGURE 3. Shrinking costs
Gene sequencing costs have declined since the early 2000s 

Source: National Human Genome Research Institute (2021)

CASE STUDY: UKKO

Mission: To improve the lives of the millions that suffer from 
food allergies and gluten-related disorders.

Solution: Ukko is using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to map out the 
molecular structure of food allergies and disorders, then design 
proteins that do not trigger an immune response. 

Progress: Ukko has successfully engineered a gluten protein that 
does not contain the component dangerous to celiac patients, 
while preserving its positive attributes. The company’s next step 
is to produce a food product that will compete with the massive 
gluten substitutes market.
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FIGURE 4. A recent resurgence
Overall VC investment in synthetic biology rapidly increased between 2019 and 2021

Source: Built with Biology (2021)
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CASE STUDY: BOLT THREADS

Mission: To develop smarter solutions and materials through 
advanced science to overcome the problems of a resource-
constrained world.

Solution: Mylo, fungus-based leather alternative developed in a 
vertical farming facility powered by 100% renewable energy.

Progress: Mylo has been adopted by a number of fashion 
retailers including Stella McCartney, Lululemon and Adidas, 
allowing them to attract a wider customer base.
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Opportunities

Enables the production of meat and dairy 
alternatives using bio engineering and resilient 
agriculture, which is important for meeting 
rising global consumption demand.

Increases crop resiliency, which is instrumental 
to countries with high food security–paying the 
way to end world hunger.

Provides nutritious foods grown without the 
use of pesticides.

Plays a central role in biomedicine, such as 
vaccine production, correcting gene defects, 
engineering immune cells and repairing 
damaged tissues.

Leads to progress in drug discovery (faster 
vaccines), crop improvement, engineering 
molecules on shorter timelines.

Facilitates the shift to plant-based diets, 
which reduces the carbon footprint from 
meat-based foods.

Helps engineer more resilient crops and 
produce more food using less land and 
synthetic fertilisers.

Risk of misuse by those who might engineer 
pathogens to release as biological weapons, 
therefore regulation is required.

Could increase inequality by  threatening local 
markets in the country of origin (e.g. stevia, 
mass produced as a sweetener, has more than 
20 patents, yet the Guarani indigenous tribe 
from whose lands the wild herb originates, gain 
no benefit).

Threats

Assessing the impact of synthetic biology

Synthetic biology has already disrupted healthcare but it holds potential to impact beyond this 
sector, with the following six SDGs set to be affected in some way.
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“Synthetic biology needs to answer 
local challenges.”
Dr Jenny Molloy, Senior Research Associate at the University of Cambridge

£60m
required over a 10-year period 
to fund synthetic biology-focused 
academic centres.

Accelerating progress

Boosting investment
While synthetic biology companies saw 
an uptick in investor attention due to the 
pandemic, there are still crucial funding 
barriers that must be overcome to ensure 
sustained success. Investors in sectors beyond 
health and biotech currently lack awareness 
of the applicability of synthetic biology. As 
of October 2021, only 244 broker reports 
mentioned this theme, compared with electric 
vehicles (7,203), cybersecurity (3,069) and 
industrial automation (2,971).17 However, as 
the technology advances, it is disrupting more 
sectors, which could facilitate a more cross-
sectoral investment approach.18 

Reinforcing research
To bridge the gap between theory, practicality 
and commercialisation of synthetic biology 
products, there is a need for greater investment 
in scientific research. From technical equipment 
to the necessary talent and skills, synthetic 
biologists’ success rests, in part, on the ability of 
the sector to attract sizable investments. In the 
UK, the Royal Academy of Engineering highlights 
the need for multiple academic centres 

dedicated to the subject across the country.19 
However, estimates show that such centres 
could require £60m over a 10-year period, 
including capital costs, staff costs and costs to 
train doctoral students. This is where a host of 
funding sources will be required—government 
funding as well as strategic collaborations 
between academia, industry and charities.20 
Private sector interest in this space is growing 
but momentum needs to be sustained.

Ensuring equitable access
To date, synthetic biology investments have 
been concentrated in a handful of developed, 
high-income countries, such as the US, 
UK, Japan and China. At the same time, 
however, developing countries account for 
a considerable share of the global disease 
burden and could gain the most from synthetic 
biology advances.21 This highlights the need 
for necessary equipment, talent and supply 
chains in developing countries to support 
innovative local treatments enabled by 
synthetic biology. “Synthetic biology needs to 
answer local challenges,” says Dr Jenny Molloy, 
Senior Research Associate at the University of 
Cambridge. More localised production facilities 
will be required to serve smaller local markets 
in low-income countries, says Ms Molloy. Firstly, 
this will require local government support, 
along with a coalition of philanthropic, research 
and international development funding. This 
must be complemented by support from 
entrepreneurial, mission-driven local scientists 
with strong networks of collaborators and 
experts in biomanufacturing and bioenterprise, 
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explains Ms Molloy. This will play an important 
role in reducing miles to the consumer and 
can avoid some crucial supply chain issues.22 
Progress is being made across the world, with 
recent announcements that Senegal and South 
Africa are establishing production hubs aimed 
at manufacturing covid-19 vaccines through 

public, private and academic partnerships.23 
Further progress will be underpinned by 
increased technical capacity in lower-income 
countries, allowing them to boost innovation 
capacities and benefit from synthetic biology 
on their own terms.24

Safeguarding through regulation
Finally, ethical considerations—and regulation 
that develops in response—will shape the future 
of synthetic biology. A community of “biohackers” 
is growing across the world—individuals 
practising synthetic biology or genome editing in 
community labs or at home. These communities 
have remained harmless so far, but risks span 
from uninformed consent when using genomic 
data to unsafe administration of do-it-yourself 
treatments.25 More sinister is the potential misuse 
of synthetic biology for biosafety and biosecurity 
breaches, such as the release of mutated diseases 
or toxins.26 With these growing risks, countries 
such as the UK, US, Germany and Australia have 
already started developing national strategies and 
approaches to regulation, while the wider global 
community has been discussing these issues 
through the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) for decades.27 As well as government 
exploration of these issues, discussions need to 
involve dialogue with academia, industry and 
the wider public to understand a wide range of 
expectations and concerns.28

Franklin Templeton perspective: synthetic biology

Where will synthetic biology be a powerful tool?

Genetic engineering has been a foundational technology in the 
biopharmaceutical industry since DNA manipulation techniques 
enabled the first recombinant proteins and monoclonal antibodies 
in the 20th century.

More recently, advances in novel gene editing techniques, 
the dramatically reduced cost of DNA synthesis and sequencing, 
and access to automation have facilitated the industrialisation of 
genetic engineering. This in turn has driven a new investment cycle 
in synthetic biology companies and accelerated development of the 
technology in a broad range of applications.

Although synthetic biology will continue to be an important tool 
in drug and vaccine development, we believe that investors should 
remember the lessons from past investment cycles. In particular: 

• Biology is complex. Programming a cell is not like programming 
a computer.

• Synthetic biology is not a panacea. It is important to match up 
the right tools with the right applications.

• Business models matter. Companies leveraging synthetic 
biology need to demonstrate that they can generate 
sustainable cashflows to justify their valuations.

We believe that synthetic biology will make its greatest 
contributions to society in the field of healthcare.

In the past decade, cellular therapies such as CAR T platforms 
have been shown to have dramatic efficacy in late-stage cancer 
patients, gene therapy is finally starting to deliver on the promises 
of decades of work, and mRNA technologies have delivered covid 
vaccines to the market at an unprecedented speed.

Although there remains a need to optimise the clinical profiles 
and commercial models of some of these initial efforts, we are 
confident that synthetic biology will be a powerful tool to help to 
deliver transformational new therapies that provide meaningful 
benefits to society. 

Franklin Templeton perspective from:
Nicholas Wu, PhD. Senior Research Analyst for Health Care
ClearBridge Investments
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Satellite internet

From SpaceX-operated Starlink to Amazon’s 
Project Kuiper and London-based OneWeb, 
interest and investment in satellite internet 
connectivity has gained notable attention in 
recent years. The global satellite internet market 
size is expected to expand from US$2.93bn 
in 2020 to US$18.59bn by 2030, growing at a 
CAGR of 20.4%.29 In 2022, Amazon announced 
plans for up to 83 launches in the next five years 
to deploy more than 3,000 satellites into orbit,30 
while OneWeb has managed to secure almost 
US$2.5bn to date, with investors including 
Japan’s SoftBank, India’s Bharti Global, Paris-
based Eutelsat and the UK Government.31 

In 2022, the European Commission approved 
plans for a €6bn satellite internet system.32 
These companies are driven by the altruistic goal 
of connecting everyone, especially the 2.9bn 
people—37% of the world’s population—that 
have never used the Internet.33 

Beyond connecting the unconnected in rural 
areas, there is a suite of potential applications 
for satellite internet. Our future vision focuses 
on the agricultural sector, which is set to benefit 
through internet-enabled smart devices and 
Internet of Things (IoT) improving on-farm data 
collection, monitoring and increasing access to 
more markets—both on and offline.34 Satellite 
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FIGURE 5. The digital divide
Individuals using the Internet (% of population)

Source:   International Telecommunication Union (2021)
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FIGURE 6. Entering a new space
A timeline of key milestones in the field of satellite internet

Source:   Satellite Internet (2022), Hughes Net (2022)

internet in the transport and logistics sector 
is also being explored, by companies such 
as SpaceX, to improve ship, train and plane 
connectivity.35 Public services, such as education, 
remote health and emergency response are 
also set to be more accessible as a result of 
advancements in this technology.36

Enablers of progress to date

The cost to build satellites has fallen over the 
past 50 years, in part due to advancements in 
mobile phone technology, such as improvements 
in gyroscope sensors, processing capacity 
and battery technology which are central to 
satellite technologies. Launching satellites is 
also cheaper. Today, the cost to launch material 
into space is just under US$3,000/kg, compared 
with an average of US$18,500/kg between 1970 
and 2000, driven by modified fuel and engines, 
and more importantly the ability to recover 
and reuse more parts of the rocket and launch 
vehicle as possible.37

Heightened demand for connectivity will 
also push progress. There are two crucial 
trends driving demand. Firstly, as the covid-19 
pandemic restricted mobility and increased 
reliance on digital connections, the importance 
of stable and fast internet connections became 

CASE STUDY: STARLINK

Mission: To bring internet access to people around the world 
currently living without access to high-speed internet.

Solution: Provision of high-speed, low-latency internet to 
Ukrainian government officials and citizens during the ongoing 
conflict which has made internet access precarious.

Progress: Starlink has provided over 5,000 terminals in the 
country, with “excellent” quality internet speeds.
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CASE STUDY: SATMED

Mission: To help healthcare providers make better use of 
information technology and mobile health solutions in remote 
and underdeveloped areas.

Solution: An e-health platform that provides satellite-
enhanced internet connectivity and provides access and 
storage of patient e-records, medical imaging, virtual 
consultations, e-learning, remote monitoring and e-health 
management.

Progress: SATMED has been deployed in 10 different 
countries. In Bangladesh alone, it already improves healthcare 
for up to 200,000 patients each year.

more evident.38 Between February 2020 
and April 2020, global internet traffic rose 
nearly 40% due to the increased shift to video 
conferencing, online gaming and shopping, 
streaming, and social media.39 As a result, the 
focus has shifted to satellite internet to bridge 
connectivity gaps.40

Secondly, satellite internet has the potential to 
play a role in internet provision for underserved 
populations in rural locations—a problem 
prevalent before the pandemic. A critical 
component of internet access is infrastructure 
and its cost. In rural areas, infrastructure 
gaps pose a significant barrier to access as 
deployment of terrestrial connectivity can cost 
significantly more than in urban areas.41 
By comparison, satellite internet does not 
require the same amount of fixed assets, making 
it an optimal solution for rapid deployment in 
sparsely populated rural areas.42 As demand 
for connectivity continues to grow, the role of 
public-private partnerships in funding satellite 
internet projects will be essential.43

US$3,000/kg,
compared with an average of 
US$18,500/kg between 1970 and 2000

The cost to launch material into 
space is just under
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FIGURE 7. Ever connected
Global internet traffic shot up during the pandemic

Source: International Energy Agency (2021)
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CASE STUDY: AVANTI COMMUNICATIONS

Mission: To bring high-speed, reliable broadband connectivity 
to Zeze Secondary School, Tanzania.

Solution: Deployed high-speed satellite internet to the Zeze 
Secondary School through the iKnowledge project, led by 
Avanti Communications. 

Progress: Avanti’s HYLAS 2 Ka-band satellite provides 100% 
coverage of Tanzania. Zeze Secondary School now has reliable 
internet connectivity, allowing students and teachers to access 
up-to-date educational content and communicate via Skype 
with schools worldwide.
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Opportunities

Ensures better reach of government’s social 
protection benefits and cash transfers.

Enables access to mobile financial services e.g. 
Kenya’s M-PESA lifted 2% of its population out 
of poverty.

Helps in emergency aid delivery, such as during 
covid-19 and natural disasters. 

Improves direct patient interaction through 
telemedicine, a cost-effective form of 
healthcare provision.

Improves health informatics, electronic health 
records, etc.

Helps doctors connect to share resources.

Supports farmer productivity through ability to 
track changes in surface and soil moisture and 
groundwater levels and real-time measurement 
of rain/snow.

Ensures wider access to remote education for 
rural populations and for all during times of 
uncertainty (e.g. covid-19 pandemic).

Facilitates digital skills development to equip 
young people with job-ready skills by 2030.

Stimulates new/innovative employment and 
self-employment opportunities in rural areas.

Encourages growth in jobs in the field of 
e-commerce. 

Increases access to information and 
communications technology. 

Contributes to targets to ensure universal 
and affordable access to the internet in least 
developed countries by 2030.

Reduces the rural-urban digital divide, reducing 
differences in education, ICT skills, public 
services provided online, social capital.

Allows monitoring of remote ecosystems that 
are under threat from climate change. 

Unless issues of affordability are overcome, 
access to satellite internet may not be possible 
in low-income countries and poorer regions 
within countries. 

Could exacerbate inequalities in terms of access 
to information, education, opportunities etc.

Increase in space junk increase the risk 
of orbital collisions, which can impact 
astronomical observations.

Chemical emissions from satellites could 
damage the ozone layer.

Threats

Assessing the impact of satellite internet

The role of satellite internet in facilitating universal connectivity is set to have notable social, 
economic and environmental impacts, particularly in broadening access to essential services such 
as education and healthcare, reducing inequalities and stimulating globalised innovation.
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FIGURE 8. Constellation of investment needs
Total investment needed to achieve universal access to broadband connectivity by 2030

Source: Tony Blair Institute for Global Change (2021)
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Accelerating progress 

Pushing investment
SDG 9 includes targets to ensure universal and 
affordable access to the internet in the least 
developed countries. However, the investment 
requirements for this are considerable. 
Estimates by the Tony Blair Institute show 
that US$428bn is required to ensure universal 
connectivity by 2030, with the majority of 
investment needed in South Asia, Sub-Saharan 
Africa and East Asia and the Pacific.44 This will 
require both public and private investment 
focused on the necessary infrastructure 
( including for satellite internet), ensuring easier 
access to smartphones and other devices, 
boosting skills and developing regulation.

Guaranteeing affordability for all
Affordability remains an issue, especially in 
emerging markets. Currently, Starlink’s beta 
internet package is US$99 a month with a 
US$499 upfront cost to order the hardware kit.45 
“Generally, an average household should spend 
no more than 5% of its disposable income on 
communications”, says Carlo Maria Rossotto, 

Principal Investment Officer and Global Head 
of Telecom Media and Technology at the 
International Finance Corporation. “However, 
in rural areas, which are often the poorest, 
5% is not enough”, Mr Rossotto explains. 
Costs have fallen in recent years but ensuring 
universal access through satellite internet 
will require governments to leverage a wide 
range of measures ranging from public-
private partnerships and universal service 
obligations to subsidies and tax incentives.46 
Meanwhile, private providers may consider price 
differentiation to make their services affordable 
for varying levels of development.47 

Regulation, accountability, and liability
As with all technologies, regulatory mechanisms 
will likely play an important role in satellite 
internet deployment in the future.48 Low-orbit 
satellite internet customers can be based 
anywhere around the world, but there are no 
international borders or clearly delineated areas 
of responsibility in space, especially in the case of 
satellite collisions.49 This raises questions about 
which country’s laws apply and which regulatory 
bodies should enforce them. There are budding 
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conversations about universal cooperation 
and the development of a unified system of 
space traffic management.50 With global-level 
events such as the covid-19 pandemic and the 
Ukraine-Russia war highlighting the need to be 
connected, these discussions could progress over 
the next few years.

Solving local problems
Technology solutions are rarely one size fits all, 
especially in different geographical contexts. 
Providing internet access cannot instantly 
improve livelihoods in rural contexts.51 Instead, 
solutions need to be conducive to solving local 
problems, including farmers’ limited access 
to credit, fair wages, lack of reliable markets, 
commodity price fluctuations and vulnerability 
to climate shocks. 

In addition to these issues, the future of the 
rural sector itself needs to be re-evaluated. 
“We are assuming that decades in the future, 
the rural, and predominantly agricultural, 
sector will still be around, but the reality is 
that rural youth do not see a future in this 
sector”, says Payal Arora, anthropologist and 
Professor and Chair in Technology, Values, and 
Global Media Cultures at Erasmus University 
Rotterdam. “We need to rethink the role of 
satellite internet in these areas as a mechanism 
of enticing rural youth to stay and invigorating 
rural entrepreneurship.” This is where satellite 
internet providers need to partner with 
different actors to provide a suite of services 
that can support rural economies beyond 
agriculture. These may include entertainment 
partners—streaming services, social media 
and gaming platforms—that are typically 
overlooked when exploring how to bring rural 
actors online.52

“We need to rethink the role of satellite 
internet in these areas as a mechanism of 
enticing rural youth to stay and invigorating 
rural entrepreneurship.”
Payal Arora, anthropologist and Professor and Chair in Technology, Values, 
and Global Media Cultures at Erasmus University Rotterdam

Franklin Templeton perspective: satellite internet

What role might satellite internet play in delivering 
connectivity around the world?

Covid forced businesses to change as companies learned they could 
be more productive by leveraging the new digital skills they had 
been forced to build quickly during the crisis. We are now seeing 
businesses scale and operationalise these digital experiments, driving 
investment and producing greater productivity gains in other parts of 
their operations.

Covid also helped companies to realise that we do not have to be 
in the office every day. This means we do not have to live in cities 
and, if we can continue to expand broadband connection, we can 
potentially increase economic activity around the world in a really 
powerful, but also more sustainable manner.

This is the potential of satellite internet. But satellite is not without 
its challenges. Building a satellite network can be expensive: it 
requires rockets, satellites, ground stations and expensive ground-
based terminals. There is also the challenge of charging a fee that is 
affordable in rural, emerging-market locations, where ability to pay 
is lower. Because of this, satellite internet may not be the dominant 
way of reaching rural locations. Terrestrial internet will continue to 
expand its reach, using cellular technologies such as 5G, with the 
price of getting fibre-optic cable into rural locations becoming more 
cost-efficient over time.

Where satellite should play an important role is in reaching the 
most challenging locations. Currently, about 2m people use satellite 
internet connections, so these businesses are relatively small. 
However, if costs can be lowered, there is a big opportunity for 
satellite in terms of the large number of people who are currently 
underserved. 

Franklin Templeton perspective from:
Jonathan Curtis  Portfolio Manager/Analyst
Franklin Equity Group
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“For the past 20-30 years, 3D printing has 
been going through iterative cycles of hype”, 
says Professor Christopher Tuck, Professor 
of Materials Engineering, Centre for Additive 
Manufacturing, University of Nottingham. When 
a new application is identified, the typical course 
of action is to start with rapid prototyping, as 
was the case with hearing aids or dentures. As 
this becomes normalised, attention fades until 
another new, innovative application is identified, 
Mr Tuck explains. Despite these peaks and 
troughs, survey data shows that between 2018 
and 2019, manufacturing companies using 
3D printing and additive manufacturing (AM) 
processes increased by over 40%.53 Moreover, 
growth is set to continue, with the 3D printing 
market expected to reach a value of US$63.46bn 
by 2026, up from US$13.7bn in 2020.54 

Applications for 3D printing have expanded 
rapidly, allowing for more complex and 
functional designs.55 “As a broad manufacturing 
technology, 3D printing is able to impact 

all sectors”, says Mr Tuck. Our future vision 
explores its potential in the automotive industry. 
Alternative applications currently being explored 
include   aviation and aerospace manufacturing, 
with Relatively Space attempting to develop 
and launch the first 3D-printed rocket,56 
and the development of 3D printed food for 
astronauts.57 Medical-device companies are 
developing functional prosthetics,58 while 
some companies and non-profits are exploring 
building 3D-printed housing and emergency 
shelters in developing countries.59 The 
combination of advances in materials science 
with additive manufacturing technology is 
also enabling 4D printing. This involves a 4th 
dimension—time—and allows objects to be 
printed and self-transform in shape and material 
property when subjected to external stimuli, 
such as light, heat or electricity.60 Scientists 
are exploring applications across a number 
of industries, including fashion with clothing 
changing according to weather conditions,61 
healthcare with cardiac stents which can 

40%

Between 2018 and 2019, 
manufacturing companies 
using 3D printing and additive 
manufacturing (AM) processes 
increased by over 

3D printing
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FIGURE 9. Building momentum
A timeline of key milestones in the field of 3D printing

Source: The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (2020)
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transform shape and function in the body 
without surgical intervention62 and adaptable 
components in the aerospace industry.63

Enablers of progress to date 

The covid-19 pandemic played a role in the 
increased adoption and investment in 3D 
printing. At a time of continuous disruptions, 
manufacturing companies had to re-evaluate 
their supply chain strategy. Owing to digital 
versatility, quick prototyping and on-demand 
mobilisation, manufacturers were able to 
leverage local 3D printing providers to source 
scarce parts, ultimately softening volatility 
and making up for product shortages.64 This 
was particularly important in the provision of 
medical equipment—from personal protective 
equipment (PPE) for health workers to 
ventilators and continuous positive airways 
pressure (CPAP) machines for covid-19 
patients to 3D-printed swabs for test sample 
collection.65 The pandemic showed how these 
processes offer a competitive advantage in 
emergency situations. 

CASE STUDY: AIRBUS

Mission: To revolutionise the aerospace industry with a new 
generation of intelligent materials.

Solution: Collaboration with Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology to develop a 4D-printed air inlet that can adjust 
itself automatically to control air flow to cool the engine when 
it is overheated.

Progress: Removes the need for the heavy mechanical system 
currently performing this task and is lightweight, extremely 
durable and easy to assemble and reassemble. Airbus is 
considering other applications e.g. in aircraft cabins to mediate 
pressure or make them more breathable.
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Beyond being recognised as a method for rapid 
prototyping and developing complex designs 
not possible with other methods, 3D printing 
is also gaining attention due to its potential to 
address sustainability and optimise resource use. 
Consumers are growing more concerned about 
the environmental impact of the products they 
purchase, with one-third of UK consumers opting 
out of purchasing unethical or unsustainable 
brands.66 This, combined with investor and 
regulatory pressure, means companies are 
pivoting towards more sustainable practices.67 
This is where 3D printing and AM processes have 
an advantage due to high recyclability, efficient 
resource use, reduced waste, part optimisation 
and shorter supply chains.68 

FIGURE 10. 3D printing to the rescue
Timeline of documented 3D printing projects focused on solving pandemic-related issues (February to March 2020)

Source: Novak and Loy (2020)
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“As a broad manufacturing 
technology, 3D printing is able 
to impact all sectors”
Professor Christopher Tuck, Professor of Materials Engineering, 
Centre for Additive Manufacturing, University of Nottingham

CASE STUDY: JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Mission: To develop more individual-specific implants for 
critical-sized bone defects.

Solution: Based on a computed tomography (CT) scan, 
developed a 3D printed patient-specific implant in the form of 
an individualised cage that acts as structural support for the 
bone-healing process.

Progress: The implant facilitates faster bone remodelling, 
improved recovery, better availability of implants and cost-
effectiveness. More than 90 implants have so far been installed 
successfully.
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Assessing the impact of 3D printing

3D printing holds the potential to improve local economies, livelihoods and ecosystems by facilitating 
localised production, boosting job growth and potentially reducing carbon emissions, with specific 
impact on seven SGDs outlined below.

Opportunities

Facilitates development of affordable houses, 
schools and hospitals. 

Enables printing of personalised medical 
solutions and cheaper medical devices, 
prosthetics.

Could support development in organ printing 
which will reduce reliance on external donors 
and potentially solve global organ shortage.

Supports relocalisation of industries, enabling 
local job growth.

Facilitates innovation in fields such as medical 
implants.

Resolves supply chain issues as parts can be 
manufactured locally shortening the supply 
chain.

Could support access to more affordable and 
sustainable housing solutions.

Reduces the need to ship material which 
further reduces carbon emissions from 
transport.

Printing from waste materials and printing on-
demand reduces inventory and storage needs.

Enables manufacturing/construction processes 
that emit less carbon.

Local manufacturing reduces transport 
emissions.

Can create circular economies, reusing waste as 
a raw material.

Can potentially replace the demand for labour 
(manufacturing sector) which creates the threat 
of unemployment.

Threats
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Accelerating progress

Bridging the gap between research and 
commercialisation
Research and development (R&D) in this field is 
evolving rapidly, but a crucial challenge is keeping 
up with commercial needs. Manufacturers need 
to remain agile and ahead of advancements 
in additive manufacturing processes, such as 
3D printing. This has improved over time, but 
further investment is required in research, design 
and test capabilities. There are growing calls for 
investment to be a collaborative effort, involving 

R&D centres, AM companies and universities.69 
The returns to investors could be profitable, 
especially in the next ten years, with an expected 
wave of public offerings ahead.70

Ensuring affordability
The average entry-level, at-home 3D printer 
costs US$300 to US$500.71 Despite this price tag, 
these printers are only good for basic, low-quality 
designs in single materials. To get the high-quality 
design and complexity needed to ensure more 
localised access to such machines, affordability 
must improve. Printers that could facilitate better 
quality and personalised components for cars, as 
set out in our future vision, are currently priced 
in the tens of thousands, making them accessible 
only to experts and industrial actors. “There is 
a general expectation across the media that 3D 
printers will make their way into the home, to 
some degree, within the next 10 to 15 years”, says 
Matthew Pilling, Research Associate in the Future 
of Making at Lancaster University, “but there are 
barriers to cost-effectiveness and reliability that 
will prevent this”. While this is currently a hurdle, 
scale and innovation are likely to reduce costs, 
starting at the industrial level first.72

Maintaining quality
Regulation and certification are an important 
challenge expected to hinder progress in 3D 
printing and AM in the next ten years.73  There 
are pressing questions related to quality control 
and liability. For example, who is responsible for 
mishaps if these processes come into the home—
the 3D printer supplier or the user?74 Introducing 
a well-regulated market for 3D designs could be 
an important first step in maintaining the quality 
of 3D printed products in the home and also 
instilling user trust. “If there was a better market 
for verified 3D printable designs, individuals 
will be more inclined to trust and engage in the 
processes”, says Matthew Pilling. Beyond this, 
there is a need for multi-stakeholder cooperation 
involving part suppliers, end users, academia and 
regulation authorities to improve oversight and 
establish standards for quality and safety.75

Franklin Templeton perspective: 3D printing

What is the potential of 3D printing?

We take a very broad view of innovation, which means we 
can invest wherever we find it, across sectors. As innovation 
accelerates, our investment universe grows broader every day.

As fundamental investors, we invest in growing, innovative 
businesses we can buy at a fair price. We then apply a framework 
to understand the beneficial or deleterious impact these 
companies have on the world around them. 

Looking at 3D printing, it is more sustainable and gives users the 
benefit of customised products that better meet customers’ needs 
and preferences. However, there are still drawbacks. The fatigue is 
very high – 3D printed products do not last as long. Depending on 
the application, they can also be more expensive. When the longevity 
costs are added in, 3D printing does not scale very well. 3D printing 
has more useful applications, in our opinion, in areas that require 
personalisation, such as printing prosthetics in healthcare.

This is why we have been more interested in the simulation 
software or design element, particularly in the medical sphere. 
The business models of printer manufacturers are less compelling, 
because there is a lot of competition in this space. However, we 
do find the business model of Proto labs interesting. It is akin to 
a 21st-century version of Kinko’s – buying expensive 3D printing 
machines, then amortising and increasing utilisation in order to 
make the capital investments profitable. 

Right now, 3D printing feels more additive than disruptive – this is 
not a case of Amazon overthrowing Barnes & Noble’s business model. 
Instead, the technology is improving processes across industries. 

Franklin Templeton perspective from:
Matthew J. Moberg  Portfolio Manager
Franklin Equity Group
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Blockchain

Blockchain technology has applications well 
beyond cryptocurrencies. It has the potential to 
transform entire industries. As highlighted in our 
future vision of blockchain, the financial industry 
is primed to benefit from the security and 
immutability of blockchain in applications such 
as financial inclusion, international payments and 
fraud prevention. Other beneficial applications of 
blockchain include more transparent supply chain 
management,76 seamless and secure health data 
sharing77 and more efficient public systems, such 
as election voting.78

Enablers of progress to date

The last decade saw overwhelming growth in 
blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, such as 
Bitcoin and Ethereum. However, “this growth 
has often overshadowed innovation and 
broader applications of blockchain beyond 
cryptocurrencies”, says Raul Zambrano, 
independent international development expert. 
While much of the current conversation remains 
focused on cryptocurrencies, there is growing 
acknowledgement of the separation between 

FIGURE 11. The rise and rise of blockchain
A timeline of key milestones in the evolution of blockchain

Source: 101 Blockchains (2020), Portion (2021)
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FIGURE 12. On the up
Worldwide spending on blockchain solutions from 2017 to 2024

Source: Statista (2021)
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cryptocurrencies and the use of blockchain 
technologies.79 For example, Gartner predicts that 
the hype behind cryptocurrencies is expected 
to plateau in the next two to five years, while 
broader blockchain innovation and investment is 
steadily moving forward.80

The covid-19 pandemic highlighted the 
importance of blockchain technology as 
disruptions to supply chains emphasised the need 
to boost resilience. “Blockchain is going to be 

transformative in how we move goods from point 
A to point B, not just how we track and trace that 
movement, but how we execute transactions”, 
explains Clarisse Awamengwi, Formerly Project 
Specialist in Future of Blockchain and Digital 
Assets Platform at the World Economic Forum. 
The use of real-time data and transparent 
verification could avoid drawn-out disputes, 
boost efficiency and eliminate corruption 
along the supply chain, especially during times 
of volatility.81 Beyond supply chains, there is 
increased recognition of blockchain’s potential 
to improve health data records—as highlighted 
by Estonia’s experience82—as well as vaccine 
passport monitoring and contact tracing.83

“Growth [of blockchain-based 
cryptocurrencies] has often overshadowed 
innovation and broader applications 
of blockchain beyond cryptocurrencies”
Raul Zambrano, independent international development
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Assessing the impact of blockchain

Blockchain is set to disrupt sectors and use cases far beyond cryptocurrencies, despite often being 
synonymous with them. This disruption is set to primarily impact the SDGs outlined below, ranging 
from greater financial inclusion and reduced inequalities to more responsible consumption and 
transparent public institutions. 

Opportunities

Financial inclusion, as mentioned in SDG 10, 
enables more people from rural areas to open 
bank accounts which supports them in financial 
emergencies and in income generation, pulling 
out people from extreme poverty.

Facilitates an electronic ledger for  storing 
patient data more securely and efficiently.

Encrypted patient data also helps in effective 
response to disease outbreaks.

Provides small businesses with access to 
financial services, which can lead to more job 
creation.

Enables digital payments and virtual sales, 
which allows small business owners to connect 
to the global market.

Fosters innovation during times of uncertainty, 
such as tracking vaccine delivery during the 
covid-19 pandemic.

Fosters greater access to financial services 
thereby reducing inequalities in access to credit 
and capital.

Supports rural actors’ access to land through 
development of transparent and secure 
documentation of user’s land rights.

Increases access to information and 
communications technology. 
Contributes to universal and affordable access 
to the internet targets in least developed 
countries. 
Increases supply chain provenance, providing 
immutable proof of origin for goods.

Reduces the rural-urban digital divide, reducing 
differences in education, ICT skills, public 
services provided online, social capital.

Crypto could become currency of corruption 
and criminal activity.

Higher electricity consumption associated with 
cryptocurrencies (“bitcoin mining”).

Threats
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Accelerating progress

Investment opportunities
Currently, the majority of the VC investment in 
blockchain startups is concentrated in the US, 
the EU and Hong Kong.84 This is possibly due 
to large institutional investors, such as pension 

funds, insurers and endowments, playing a 
limited role in blockchain, potentially due to a lack 
of awareness of the technology. This is hampering 
investment and the exploration of ideas.85 It may 
also be due to many blockchain projects focusing 
on achieving longer-term objectives while 
requiring substantial initial investments in the 
short term.86 To overcome this, investors should 
seek a greater understanding of how blockchain 
works and the longer-term benefits beyond 
returns on cryptocurrency investments.

Fostering interoperability
One of the most crucial obstacles to ensuring the 
success of blockchain is interoperability. Individual 
blockchain networks are not able to communicate 
properly with each other. This means they 
cannot see, access and share information across 
different blockchain networks.87 Interoperability 
would enable smooth information sharing, easier 
execution of smart contracts, a more user-
friendly experience, the opportunity to develop 

CASE STUDY: SMARTMATIC-CYBERNETICA

Mission: To make the 2016 Utah GOP Presidential Candidate 
elections more efficient.

Solution: Delivered the world’s first online election using 
a private permissioned blockchain.

Progress: Nearly 90% of voters registered to vote online 
participated, marking an extremely high turnout rate—24,486 
voters cast their ballots from 45 different countries using their 
computer, tablet or smartphone.

South Korea  US$210m

Japan  US$120m

Hong Kong  US$1.8bn

Vietnam US$325m

Phillipines US$205m

Australia US$130m

Singapore 
US$455m

India
US$430m

Israel
US$110m

Germany
US$255m

Switzerland US$180m

Argentina US$70m

Brazil US$330m

Mexico US$265m

U.S. US$11.1bn

Canada US$1.2bn

U.K. US$1.9bn

France US$1.2bn

Malta
US$275m

Austria
US$460m

FIGURE 13. Blockchain landscape
Venture capital funding raised by blockchain startups by country (2021)

Source: Blockdata (2022)
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partnerships and the sharing of solutions.88 
“The future of blockchain also hinges on whether 
the different platforms can talk to each other”, 
says Raul Zambrano, “at this moment, this is not 
entirely possible. Blockchain interoperability 
should be at the top of the innovation agenda to 
spread its benefits sustainably.” Bringing about 
interoperability is technically possible, but it 
will depend on alignment between governance, 
compliance and data standards.89

Safeguarding and storing data 
 With blockchain comes challenges with data. A 
crucial element of some blockchain networks is 
their transparency. This is because anyone can 
join the network and access the information 
without needing permission to do so.90 
Solutions are available to overcome privacy 
issues, such as data encryption techniques, 
management of network members and storing 
confidential data “off-chain” i.e. outside of the 
blockchain. Storing data is another limitation, 
due to the large swathes of data needed and 
the high latency of processing, handling, and 
storing big data.91 To deal with this volume 
of data, there needs to be a balance between 
storing data on and outside of the blockchain.92

Building blockchain literacy
Beyond these technical traits, accessibility and 
literacy surrounding blockchain are limited 
around the world. “Blockchain and its derivatives 
are most comprehensible to a subset of people 
with quite advanced, sophisticated knowledge 
of its underpinnings and use cases”, says Clarisse 
Awamengwi. “While the possibilities it enables 
seem boundless—from self-hosted wallets to 
decentralised finance lending—without significant 
consumer education and consumer protection 
measures, it stands to do more harm than good 
in communities with low levels of technological 
literacy.” The number of global blockchain 
developers is estimated to be just over 100,000. 
This scarcity of talent is particularly important in 
the democratisation of blockchain and ensuring 
these technologies are created for developing 
countries by actors based in these countries. 
Looking at a developed country—US-survey 
data from Vorhaus Advisors shows that only 
one-in-four adults have any idea about 
blockchain, and of these, most do not understand 
it and conflate it with cryptocurrency (62%).93 
While similar data does not exist to show 
the state of blockchain literacy in developing 
countries, lack of knowledge on the subject is a 
global phenomenon with developing countries 
at a particular disadvantage.94 As the technology 
continues to develop, attract investment and 
infiltrate everyday activities, from gamification 
and retail to banking and travel booking, 
accessibility and great understanding are likely 
to infiltrate the public.95

Franklin Templeton perspective: blockchain

Will the institutionalisation of blockchain transform financial 
markets and services?

Blockchain has transformational potential for individuals, 
companies and the broader financial infrastructure. 

So far, blockchain has been mainly known for cryptocurrencies, 
with individual traders supporting the development of new 
financial services firms such as Coinbase. These platforms are now 
growing their business with institutional investors such as hedge 
funds, which have fewer rules about what they can invest in, but 
the market is on the cusp of wider adoption.

Beyond crypto, the institutionalisation of blockchain networks 
will have much wider benefits and provide greater investment 
opportunities. Companies are finding industrial applications, 
as they all hold records that are easier and cheaper to maintain in 
blockchain networks than in proprietary, centralised databases. 
Blockchain may allow companies to deliver products and services 
to clients in an easier and more transparent way.

Blockchain can revolutionise the infrastructure of financial markets 
and financial services companies as well. For example, if the trading 
ecosystem for equities – or any asset – were to be put into a 
blockchain environment, settlement of trades would be immediate.

As an asset manager, we have been exploring how blockchain can 
improve our operations, not only reducing costs, but helping us 
to build better portfolios and solutions for our clients. Blockchain 
expands the opportunity set of assets in our universe, meaning 
that clients do not have to go up the risk spectrum to achieve 
higher returns. 

Blockchain is also becoming more attractive from an environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) perspective. As networks shift from 
proof of work to proof of stake, which is more energy-efficient, ESG 
investors can focus on the social and governance benefits – such as 
access, democratisation and transparency. 

Franklin Templeton perspective from:
Roger Bayston  Head of Digital Assets
Franklin Templeton
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Conclusion

Blockchain and satellite internet have been under the public spotlight 
for the past five years due to cryptocurrencies and the renewed 
internet-fuelled space race. Meanwhile, synthetic biology and 3D 
printing have undergone a renaissance of public attention, in part due 
to the covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic has propelled investment in 
each of the four technologies, but now the attention must turn towards 
accelerating both investment and innovation to ensure progress and 
positive impact.

Progress in these technologies will be underpinned by overcoming 
crucial hurdles. Investment in synthetic biology and blockchain will 
require greater investor awareness about the details behind the 
technologies, while satellite internet and 3D printing will rely on a 
combination of public and private investment to push the universal 
connectivity agenda and bridge the gap between research and real-
world applications, respectively. More broadly, advancement in these 
technologies will be underpinned by collaborative efforts between 
academic institutions conducting the initial research, private sector 
actors developing commercial solutions, government agencies 
responsible for regulating these technologies and the public who will 
ultimately be impacted by them.

Each of the technologies in this report are expected to advance in 
terms of real-world applicability and consumer acceptance in the near 
future, especially as customer preferences continue to shift towards 
sustainable living, the impacts of the pandemic continue to be felt, and 
innovation leads to further declines in development and deployment 
costs. These trends combined with greater investment will push forward 
progress and its promise for positive impact.
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